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A. Complete the paragraph using Past Simple or Past Progressive form of the verbs. 

 

1. was struggling     2. had                    3. was dieting           4. became                   5. took 

6. had…                    7.was playing      8. gained                   9.grew                     10. started 

11.was still              12.was studying   13. got                       14.heard                  15.dropped   

16.offered 

 

B. Fill in the blanks with a correct form, Past Simple or Past Progressive. 

1. were playing/called 

2. came/were studying 

3. was sleeping/rang 

4. was walking/met 

5. was looking for/dropped 

6. was dancing/hurt 

7. was raining/got 

8. saw/was getting 

 

C. Choose the correct option to complete the paragraph.  

BBC, British Broadcasting Corporation 

1. a. begins  b. has begun  c. began  d. is beginning 

2. a. which  b. who   c. where  d. what 

3. a. hasn’t started b. didn’t start  c. doesn’t start  d. isn’t starting 

4. a. employed  b. was employing   c. is employing   d. has employed 

5. a. were working b. worked  c. are working  d. have worked 

6. a. hasn’t been b. wasn’t  c. isn’t being  d. wasn’t being 

7. a. where  b. that   c. what   d. who 

8. a. were visiting b. have visited  c. are visiting  d. visited 

 

D. Complete the sentences with Past Perfect Simple. 

1. had already started 

2. had never flied 

3. had closed 

4. had gone 

5. had escaped 

6. had seen 

7. had eaten 

8. had rung/had started 

 

E. What had Betty done before she went to bed? Write sentences in Past Perfect Simple using the 

given prompts. 

1. …She had washed the dishes……                  ….. she hadn’t dried the dishes…… 

2. …She had taken her dog for a walk……        ……She hadn’t fed her cat……... 

3. …She had watched a movie……                     ……She hadn’t listened to music… 
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F. Complete the paragraphs with Past Simple or Past Perfect Simple or Past Progressive. 

1. It was the month of May, and three Russian soccer fans ..were driving… (drive) from St. 

Petersburg to Vladivostok, an 8,000 mile journey, because they wanted to see their team play in the 

Cup Final. Luckily, their team …won… (win). After the game …had finished……(finish), they 

…started….(start) the trip back. While they …were crossing…(cross) the mountains, their old car 

completely …broke down.…….(break down) and they had to take the train home. Later, when the 

soccer club …heard…..(hear) what the fans …had experienced.. (experience) during their trip, 

they …gave….. (give) them a new car! 

 

2. In 1917, when she …was…(be) 20, Amelia Earhart …went…..(go) to an air show with her father. 

While she …was watching……..(watch) the planes circling in the sky, she …realized…..(realize) 

that she …found/had found……(find) her job. She wanted to be a pilot. The next day, she 

…took..(take) her first trip in a plane and her career began. In 1932, she 

…became………(become) famous as the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic Ocean. Five 

years later, she …began…….(begin) her most ambitious project—to be the first woman to fly 

around the world. Tragically, she and her plane …disappeared……..(disappear) before they 

…completed……(complete) the journey. Where did she disappear? Nobody knows, and it’s still a 

mystery today. 

G. Choose the correct option. 

1. had told  

2. became 

3. had landed  

4. used 

5. had written 

H. Complete the sentences with Past Simple or Past Perfect Simple. 

1. missed/had told. 

2. remembered/had forgotten 

3. paid/had phoned 

4. got/had already disappeared 

5. had fallen/told 

6. arrived/had finished  

 

İ. Choose the best answer. 

 

1 A. was returning                  B. returns                    C. returned                      D. returning 

2 A. had put                            B. would put                 C. was putting                D. puts 

3 A. left B. leaves C. was leaving D. leaving 

4 A. was having to B. has had to C. had to D. would have to 

5 A. packed B. was packing C. had packed D. packs 

6 A. was realizing B. realizes C. realized D. realizing 

7 A. hadn’t made B. don’t make C. wouldn’t make D. wasn’t making 

8 A. was booked B. books C. booking D. had booked 

9 A. was checking in B. had checked in C. checked in D. used to check in 

10 A. forgetting B. forgotten C. had forgotten D. was forgetting 

11 A. was phoning B. had phoned C. phoning D. phones 
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12 A. rung B. ring C. was ringing D. rang 

13 A. arriving B. arrive C. was arriving D. had arrived 

14 A. was noting B. used to note C. noted D. noting 

15 A. picked up B. was picking up C. had picked up D. picking up 

16 A. ran B. running C. was running D. run 

17 A. looked B. was looking C. looking D. had looked 

18 A. had thought B. thinking C. was thinking D. would think 

19 A. remembered B. remembers C. was remembering D. remembering 

20 A. leaving B. had left C. was leaving D. was left 

 

 

J. Rewrite each sentence using the time expressions given. 

1. ...Before Sued left the house, she had checked that she had her keys............................. 

2. ..After Mark had parked his car, he noticed somebody had broken the wing-mirror. 

3. ....After Julia had cleaned the house, she fell asleep on the sofa...................................... 

4. ...Before Brian bought a new television, he had checked all the prices......................... 

5. ...After Kate had taken two aspirins, she felt a lot better................ 

6. .....Before Sheila went out for the evening, she had washed her hair ..................... 

 

K. Choose the correct option. 

1. Can 

2. Could 

3. will  

4. May 

5.  Can 

 

L. Read the conversations below and fill in the gaps with the words and phrases from the lists. 

 

1. A: Yeah? 

B: Hello, ..could you........... turn the music down, please? It’s one o’clock and I’m trying to sleep. 

A: Oh, sorry. Is that better? 

B: Yes, ..thanks.......... . Perhaps I can get some sleep now. Good night. 

2. A: David, do you have your mobile phone with you? 

B: Um... yes. Why? 

A: .. Can I borrow..... it, please? I need to make a quick call to my mother. 

B: OK, ...go ahead/ here you are............ . 

3. A: My pen’s not working. …would you lend….. one of yours? 

B:  Sure. … go ahead/ here you are ….. 

A: Thanks. 
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M. Match the sentences (a-g) with the correct reactions (1-7). 

a. Can I have a glass of water?..5......  

b. Is it OK if I make a phone call?..3.. 

c. Could you say that again, please?..2.... 

d. Can I speak to you for a moment?.1... 

e. Can I have a look at your CDs?..6..... 

f. Could you move over, please?..7.... 

g. May I turn the TV up?..4........ 

 

N. 1. Choose the correct word. 

1. shouldn’t  

2. shouldn’t  

3. had better  

4. had better not  

5. had better  

2. Match the questions (a–f) below with the sentences (0–6) in the exercise above. 

a. I get very thirsty when I’m in the gym. What should I do? 4 

b. I shouted at my mother today and now I’m sorry. What should I do?  5 

c. I keep on making mistakes with my homework. What should I do?  3 

d. I’m always tired and sometimes I fall asleep in school. What should I do?  0 

e. My friends are angry because I’m often late. What should I do?  2 

f. I’ve got an important exam but I feel very nervous. What should I do?  1 

 

O. Use should or shouldn’t and one of the phrases from the box to complete the dialogues. 

 

1. A: If someone has a serious accident, what should I do? 

B: Well, you…shouldn’t move the person yourself…… It’s not a good idea to move an injured 

person. Instead, you …should call an ambulance……….. to take the person to the hospital. 

2. A: My son is 12 years old and he’s already very fat. 

B: Well, it’s important not to eat too much, so you…shouldn’t let him eat so much…………. 

Also, you…should make him do lots of sports………. 

3. A: Mary can’t work because she’s feeling sick. How can she get home? 

B: She …shouldn’t drive home in her car……… She …should ask someone to take her..  

home. 

 

 

P. John has a job interview in a few days. Write sentences for him using should and shouldn’t. 

1. …John should have a haircut……………………. 

2. …John should wake up early in the morning……… 

3. …John should buy a new suit…………… 

4. …John should learn the directions to the interview location…… 

5. …John shouldn’t talk much when he’s nervous.…………… 
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Q. Rewrite the sentences using the words given. 

1. …You had better study hard for the exams………………………………… 

2. …You shouldn’t be late for school……………………………………. 

3. …You had better not text to your friends in class………………… 

4. …You should relax…………………………………………………… 

5. …You had better not chew gum in the class.………………………. 

 

R. Write some suggestions for a tourist in Istanbul using should, shouldn’t, had better, and had 

better not. (Answers may vary.) 

 

S. Complete the sentences with will or won’t. 

1. won’t 

2. won’t 

3. won’t 

4. will 

5. will 

 

T. Put the words in the correct order to make sentences and questions. 

1. Will Emma go shopping?..... 

2. Lara won’t like the T-shirt…… 

3. I think she will study tonight……… 

4. What will replaceMP3 players…… 

5. Ann won’t take any pictures……… 

 

U. Complete the sentences with will in question form. 

1. Will your mother cook a cake? 

2. Will she get married? 

3. Will you help me with my homework ? 

4. What will we eat ? 

5. When will Megan be famous ? 

 

V. Circle the correct word. 

A: What are you reading? 

B: It’s a magazine called Music to your Ears. It’s about inventions and what will / won’t happen in the 

future. 

A: Well, one thing is sure. We will / won’t listen to CDs. Everyone will / won’t have an MP3 player. 

B: I don’t know. I don’t think things will / won’t change that much. What do you think will / won’t 

replace MP3 players? 

A: What do you mean? Nothing will / won’t replace MP3 players. 

B: That’s what people thought about LPs, and it’s difficult to find those now. 

A: Well, they might be replaced, but it will / won’t be for a few more years. 

B: I’m not so sure. There will / won’t be another new music invention and everyone will / won’t want 

one. 

A: You could be right, but I will / won’t change mine. It’s got all my favorite music on it. 
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W. Complete the sentences with the Present Simple or will. 

1. finishes  

2. will get 

3. arrive  

4. will go  

5. will be 

X. Complete the blanks with Present Simple or Future will. 

1. graduates/will go 

2. will own/are 

3. won’t start/gets 

4. becomes/will take 

5. gets/will cook 

6. goes/will go 

 

Y. Rewrite sentences using time clauses given. 

1. Before it gets dark, I will be back. 

2. When we leave the house, my friend will water the flowers. 

3. After I finish my lesson, I’ll meet my friends. 

4. Before we go for a trip, they will repair our car. 

5. As soon as you push this button, the door will open. 

WRITING: WRITING A STORY 

STORY 1 

A. Read the story and put the paragraphs into the correct order. 

                                 A SCARY NIGHT 

At first I panicked because I couldn’t see my way clearly. I felt 

miserable and scared. Just then, a flash of lightning lit up the sky and I saw 

an old building ahead of me. I walked towards it and I realized that it was a 

rather strange little hotel. ___2_____ 

On a cold, dark January night, while I was walking home through 

Fenn’s Forest, I had a frightening experience. I had stayed at my friend’s 

house until late at night, so I was hurrying home. Suddenly, I heard a loud crash of thunder and it started 

raining heavily.  ____1_____ 

“Don’t worry!” The hotel owner explained. “I forgot to tell you before you went up to your room. 

There’s a noisy old owl living outside on the balcony.” I went back to my room feeling a bit silly but 

extremely relieved at the same time. Finally, I was able to relax. It was a long night! ____4____ 

I decided to spend the night there because of the storm. Half an hour later, I was in bed in one of 

the hotel rooms. As soon as I got into the bed, I heard an unusual frightening cry. I got up and saw a large 

black shape moving outside my window. I screamed in fear because I thought it was a ghost! I quickly 

ran downstairs to ask for help.  __3______ 
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STORY 2: BIG WHEEL 

A. Read Karen’s story and answer the questions. Underline the adjectives which describe 

Karen’s and Sarah’s feelings. 

It happened one weekend while I was at the fairground. I was with my friend Sarah and we 

were both really excited. The flashing lights and bright colors made everything appear magical. We 

got on most of the rides. We were having a great time. Then, Sarah pointed to the big wheel. The sign 

said “$2 for a two minute ride!” (Paragraph 1) 

 At first I wasn’t sure, but Sarah said “It only takes two minutes. Come on! It’s a really 

thrilling ride!” A minute later, we were in the air. It was like flying! “This is amazing!” I shouted 

happily to Sarah. Then suddenly, there was a loud crash and everything stopped. I was really 

frightened! Sarah held my hand tightly because she was worried, too! We looked down and saw two 

mechanics. “Don’t worry!” they shouted. “It won’t take us long to fix it!” So we waited …and waited! 

At first we were amused. Everyone was running around below us. After a while though, it became 

scary up there. (Paragraph 2) 

 Two hours later, the wheel finally started to move again. I was so happy. It was a long, tiring 

evening. That two-minute ride was a two-hour nightmare! (Paragraph 3) 

 

B. Use the following outline and write which paragraph  

 introduces the scene? __Paragraph 1______ 

 describes the people or place? __ Paragraph 1_______ 

 answers one of these questions: where, when, who, what? __ Paragraph 1______ 

 describes the events? __ Paragraph 2______ 

 gives us the end of the story and people’s feelings and reactions? __ Paragraph 3______ 

 

 

STORY 3 

A. Read the main body of the story below, as well as the different beginnings and endings. 

Choose the beginning and ending that you like. 

B. Write a different ending for the story. 

C. Find a suitable title for the story: MYSTERIOUS MAN 

 

 

READING 

 

Scan the timeline and answer the questions. 

 

1. Italo Marchiony................. 

2. Clarence Birsdseye............. 

3. The Continental Can Company... 

4. in 1949..... 

5. Calgene.... 

6. in 1889.. 
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SCRAPING THE SKY  

Scan the text and answer the questions.  

1. How tall is the Sears Tower? ……1450 feet (442 meters) …………………………… 

2. What city has the most skyscrapers? …… Hong Kong ……………………….. 

3. Where are the Petronas Towers? …… in Malaysia …………………………….. 

4. What will soon be the tallest skyscraper in the United States? …The Freedom Tower …… 

5. Which skyscraper is in Dubai? … The Burj Tower …………………….. 

6. When was the first skyscraper built? … in 1885…………….. 

7. What was completed in 1972? … The World Trade Center ……………… 


